Abstract. This paper presents an algorithm for discovering surprising exception rules from data sets. An exception rule, which is defined as a deviational pattern to a common sense, exhibits unexpectedness and is sometimes extremely useful. A domain-independent approach, PEDRE, exists for the simultaneous discovery of exception rules and their common sense rules. However, PEDRE, being too conservative, have difficulty in discovering surprising rules. Historic exception discoveries show that surprise is often linked with interestingness. In order to formalize this notion we propose a novel approach by improving PEDRE. First, we reformalize the problem and settle a looser constraints on the reliability of an exception rule. Then, in order to screen out uninteresting rules, we introduce, for an exception rule, an evaluation criterion of surprise by modifying intensity of implication, which is based on significance. Our approach has been validated using data sets from the UCI repository.
Introduction
Rule discovery [1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] is, due to its generality and simplicity, one of the most important research topics in Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). In KDD, a rule can be classified into two categories: strong rules and weak rules. A strong rule is a description of a regularity for numerous objects with high confidence. On the other hand, a weak rule represents, for a relatively small number of objects, a regularity with high confidence. Typically, strong rule discovery, while useful in recognizing general trends in a data set, results in a set of overly general rules. Finding a widely known rule, such as "most people who buy butter also buy bread", is uninteresting. On the other hand, weak rule discovery can produce extremely interesting results.
Various methods for weak rule discovery have been proposed in KDD community. Some of them [2, 7] try to capture interestingness by using a criterion. Others [6, 8, 9 , 10] assume a knowledge representation for this purpose, and seek for chunks of knowledge which deviate from strong rules. Among such rules, an exception rule, which represents a deviation to a strong rule, exhibits unexpectedness and is often useful. For instance, the rule "using a seat belt is risky for a small child", which represents exceptions to the well known regularity "using a seat belt is safe", exhibited unexpectedness when it was discovered from ear accident data several years ago, and is still useful. Moreover, an exception rule is often beneficial since it differs from a common sense rule which is often a basis for people's daily activity. For instance, suppose a species of poisonous mushrooms has a small number of exceptions. The exact description of the exceptions is highly beneficial since it enables the exclusive possession of the edible mushrooms.
Simultaneous approach [8, 9, 10] , which was proposed by one of us (E. Suzuki), discovers a set of rule pairs each of which is a common sense rule and its exception rule. This approach deserves special attention since it requires neither domain specific criteria nor background knowledge to obtain interesting rules. Especially, the most recent system PEDRE [10] , obtains reliable rule pairs.
Careful observation of historical discovery, however, shows that surprise, which was not directly considered in the previous systems represents an important aspect in exception knowledge discovery. For instance, antibiotics are widely known to cure diseases, however, MRSA, a kind of staphylococci, is often resistant to antibiotics in a hospital. Although MRSA is not a dangerous bacteria, people in a hospital, often weakened by other causes, die by taking antibiotics which kill other bacteria and favor MRSA. This phenomenon, when it was observed in the U.S. for the first time, lacked reliability in its generality since only a small number of patients were found in this situation. However, it showed an astonishment to people because it is represented by the conjunction of two very rare events: dying from MRSA and dying by taking antibiotics.
Here, this rule is not easily discovered by PEDRE since a huge number of rule pairs are more reliable. In other words, PEDRE is too conservative in evaluating rules with low reliability to discover surprising exception rules. In order to discover such kind of knowledge, we propose a modified approach of PEDRE which is based on intensity of implication [3] : an evaluation criterion of surprise with several desirable properties. Preliminary results with data sets from the UCI repository [5] are promising. Consider a data set D with n examples each of which is expressed by m discrete attributes. An event representing, in propositional form, a single value assignment to an attribute will be called an atom. We define a conjunction rule as the production rule of which premise is represented by a conjunction of atoms and conclusion is a single atom. Another interesting class of rules is an association rule [1] , in which premise and conclusion are a set of examples and all attributes are binary. Conjunction rules have been chosen in PEDRE since they do not assume such restrictions on attributes.
In PEDRE, we consider the problem of finding a set of rule pairs each of which consists of an exception rule associated with a common sense rule. Let 
where At` =alAasA"-Aat`, Bu=--blAb2A'"Abu.
We hereafter call At` -+ c, At` A Bg -+ d and By --+ c I a common sense rule, an exception rule, and a reference rule respectively. In discovery of reliable exception rules, both a common sense rule and an exception rule should be general and accurate with some confidence level. It should be also noted that, in an exception rule, the extra condition By should not contribute to the prediction of the conclusion c', unless the exception rule is easily predicted from B~ --+ c' and is thus uninteresting. Let 1 -5 be a user-provided confidence level, and 8s, 82,0 is F, O~,0~ and M be a user-provided threshold, then the constraints considered in PEDRE for a discovered rule pair are given as follows.
For resolving (3), we should estimate the confidence region of the probabilities related to (3) . Normal approximations of a multinomial distribution is a natural choice for this purpose. It is shown that the following equations are equivalent to (3) [10] . (5) where,
and/3 is a positive constant related to the confidence level [10] .
Search Algorithm
In PEDRE, a discovery task is viewed as a search problem, in which a node of a search tree represents a rule pair r(tt , u). Let tt = 0 and u = 0 represent the state in which the premises of a rule pair r(#, u) contain no ai and no bl respectively, then we define that # = v = 0 holds in a node of depth 1, and as the depth increases by 1, an atom is added to the premise of the exception rule or the common sense rule. A node of depth 2 is assumed to satisfy tt --
A depth-first search method is employed to traverse this tree, and the maximum value M of p and v is given by the user. To improve search efficiency, a node which satisfies at least one of the stopping criteria (7) in theorem 1 is not expanded without altering the algorithm's output. Theorem 1. Let the rule pair of the current node be r (#', v') . If the rule pair satisfies an equation in (7) , no rule pairs r(p, v) of the descendant nodes satisfy (5). We see that the rule pair in the table shows interesting exceptions. However, the accuracy of the common sense rule is relatively small: its lower bound value is 0.703. We attribute this to the high reliability of the exception rule since it has a negative effect on the accuracy of a common sense rule. In PEDRE, a common sense rule cannot have a high accuracy unless the user assumes a low value for J, 8 s and 01F. In other words, PEDRE has lost surprise while gaining reliability.
s F G (A,,)~(At,,) < 8 s, G(A,,)~(c,A,,) < 8tSt, G(A~,,B~,)~(A~,,B~,) < 8 s,
In order to discover truly surprising exception rules, we reformahze the constraints ( 
While this modification makes our approach less tolerant to noise, it generates an increasing number of rule pairs due to the looser restrictions on the generality and accuracy of an exception rule. Constraints on the length of premises are slightly modified in order to keep the computation time reasonable. Similarly as in the previous section, the following equations are equivalent to (8) .
G(At,)~(At, ) >_ 0 s, F(A~.,c)~(cIA~.) > 0~, F(B~.,c')~(c'lBv ) <_ 0~. (11)

Evaluation of Surprise
Since this reformalization of the problem increases the numbers of discovered rule pairs, an evaluation criterion of surprise is introduced to screen out rule pairs of minor interest. Intensity of implication [3] is an evaluation criterion of surprise for a rule. It represents the degree of surprise that a rule Art --+ c has so few counter examples. 
then an intensity of implication ~(Ag, c, D) for this rule is given as follows.
T(A~, c, D) --1 -Pr(IUVI _< I~a~l). (13)
Assuming that U and V are independent, the random variable [UV[ follows the hypergeometric law. Poisson approximations can be applied when IUVI is small [4] , which is often the case in rule discovery. 
I~A, I
T(At, , c, D) = 1 -E H(A., c, D, k)
Since intensity of implication is based on a statistical significance Pr(IUV I I~At`l), its definition is easier to be interpreted than an information-based criterion such as J measure [7] . This definition shows that intensity of implication increases as the number of counter examples I~At`l decreases. Moreover, intensity of implication has the desirable property of evaluating the reliability of a rule according to the size of a data set: it increases as n increases. Also, it evaluates the rareness of the conclusion that a rule predicts: it increases as Icl decreases. A detailed analysis of this criterion is given in [2] . Let consider a direct application of intensity of implication to the evaluation of an exception rule. First, we should replace n by IAt, I since the premise of a common sense rule can be considered as the universe for an exception rule. To overcome this problem, we propose a modified version of this criterion. The idea is to take the logarithm of the probability of having so few counter examples in order to have a precise view when this probability is nearly 0. The criterion of surprise ~d(At, B~, dAt, , At, ) for an exception rule in this paper is given as follows.
where In(x) represents the natural logarithm of x. Note that this criterion is equal to A' when an exception rule has no counter examples (l-JAt`Bv] = 0).
Search Algorithm
Similarly to PEDRE, the proposed approach employs a depth-first search to traverse a search tree for obtaining rule pairs which satisfy (9) 
Application to Data Sets
The proposed method was implemented and tested with data sets from several domains. The results were quite successful. Here, we show the results using the mushroom data set and the shuttle data set from the UCI Repository [5] . The mushroom data set includes 22 descriptions and the edibility class of 8,124 mushrooms, each attribute having 2 ~ 12 values. Table 2 shows the rule pairs discovered by our approach, where the edibility class is the only attribute allowed in the conclusions and the parameters were set to M = 3, 5 --0. The discovered rule pairs in the table show very interesting exceptions. According to the first rule pair, with 90 % confidence level, at least 86.6 % of the mushrooms whose "gs" is "n" are poisonous but 100 % of them are actually edible if "sts" is "e" and "p" is "y". The first rule holds for at least 2,388 mushrooms (29.4 %). Note that, from the reference rule, only at most 28.0 % of the mushrooms whose "sts" is "e" and "p" is "y" are edible. This shows that the discovered exception rule is truly unexpected. Compared with the rule pair discovered by PEDRE (table 1) , each rule pair in this table has a stronger common sense rule, and thus a more surprising exception rule. These results confirm the validity of our approach.
The shuttle data set includes 10 descriptions of 58,000 examples, each attribute having 3 to 8 values. Table 3 shows the rule pairs discovered by our approach, where the parameters were set to M = 3, 5 = 0.1, 0 s ----0.2, 0 s ----50/58,000, O F --0.7, O F = 1.0, 01 --0.5 and g --5.
The discovered rule pairs in the table also show very interesting exceptions. According to the second rule pair, with 90 % confidence level, at least 83.6 % of the examples whose "att9 = 2" have "att8 = 1" but 100 % of them actually have "att8 = 0" if "att2 = 1" and "att7 --0". The first rule holds for at least 19,836 examples (34.2 %). Note that, from the reference rule, only at most 27.7 % of the examples which satisfy "att2 = 1" and "art7 = 0" have "att8 = 0". This shows that the discovered exception rule is truly unexpected and surprising.
Conclusion
This paper has described a novel approach for discovering surprising exception rules using a simultaneous estimation method and a modified version of intensity of implication. The approach depends on neither a subjective evaluation nor an inspection of the reliability by a human. An exception rule discovered in this approach deviates from a strong common sense rule, has few counter examples and predicts a rare conclusion. Consequently, our exception knowledge discovery system, compared with PEDRE [10] , is oriented to the discovery of surprising exception rules rather than reliable exception rules. We believe that both approaches are valuable, and should be used according to the goal of discovery. Our approach has been applied to several benchmark data sets in the machine learning community. Experimental results show that our system is promising for the efficient discovery of surprising exception rules. Ongoing research is focused on the comparison of various rule evaluation criteria and practical applications of our approach to large databases.
